Background {#Sec1}
==========

Cardiovascular disease (CVD) refers to a large number of medical conditions relating to heart functionality. The World Health Organization (WHO) states that approximately 50 % of all deaths from non-communicable diseases (NCDs) are from CVDs (World Health Organization [@CR34]). Among these, most of the deaths are outside the hospital because the patient is not treated in a timely manner. Additionally, the American Heart Association reported that more than 1 in 3 have more than one type of CVD (American Heart Association [@CR1]) and that CVDs are the number 1 cause of death globally. In this scenario, WHO has planned to reduce the deaths from NCDs by 25 % globally by 2025 (World Health Organization [@CR35]). Hence, research on cardiovascular health care technology is becoming intensely active. Among various methods of cardiac activity study, impedance cardiography (ICG) is a promising technique. ICG facilitates non-invasive and continuous monitoring of haemodynamic entities such as stroke volume (SV) and cardiac output (CO) in clinical scenarios. ICG measures the change in impedance that exists at the thorax from the physical activity of the heart muscle (Woltjer et al. [@CR33]; Brown et al. [@CR4]; Nagel et al. [@CR20]). The methodologies and mathematical analyses used to calculate the ICG, SV and CO can be found in the literature (Scherhag et al. [@CR27]; Kubicek et al. [@CR17]; Sramek [@CR29]; Kubicek et al. [@CR18]; Bernstein [@CR3]). Analysis of the ICG signal is an important task when treating a cardiac patient in critical conditions. However, during acquisition, the ICG signal encounters physiological and non-physiological artifacts. The artifacts include the baseline wander artifact (BWA), the electro-muscle artifact (EMA) and the impedance mismatch artifact (IMA). These artifacts cause changes in both the signal shape and tiny features, which are key parameters for clinical diagnoses. Therefore, to achieve high-resolution ICG signals for clinical investigations, the artifacts must be eliminated. Because most of the biomedical physiological and non-physiological phenomena are non-stationary, adaptive filtering techniques are likely to be a good remedy for this application. Adaptive filters can update their filter weights automatically to fit the input noise level. Several researchers have presented contributions on the analysis of ICG using signal processing techniques (Wang et al. [@CR31]; Muzi et al. [@CR19]; Ishiguro et al. [@CR13]; Barros et al. [@CR2]; Dromer et al. [@CR9]; Yamamoto et al. [@CR36]; Javaid et al. [@CR14]; Sebastian et al. [@CR28]). In these contributions, both least mean square (LMS) and recursive least square (RLS) algorithms are used. In a real-time clinical environment, and in critical conditions from an abnormal heart rhythm, the filter weights may be negative. The negative weights cause an imbalance in the convergence, resulting in poor filtering capability. To overcome this problem, we introduce non-negative adaptive algorithms in the proposed artifact canceller. To accelerate the performance of the AAC, we propose exponential non-negative and normalized non-negative algorithms to update the filter coefficients. The computational complexity of the filtering section in a remote health care system is important to avoid inter-symbol interference of the incoming samples. This can be achieved by combining sign-based algorithms with the adaptive filtering section. The remedy for unbalanced convergence and poor filtering performance of the algorithm is a modified LMS algorithm, in which a diagonal vector of the input is introduced in the weight update equation, i.e., a non-negative LMS (*N*^*2*^*LMS*) algorithm (Chen et al. [@CR5]). This *N*^*2*^*LMS* keeps the filter weights from becoming negative from the abnormal rhythms of the heart. To improve the performance of the AAC, the *N*^*2*^*LMS* algorithm is varied, resulting in an exponential *N*^*2*^*LMS* (*eN*^*2*^*LMS*) and a normalized *N*^*2*^*LMS* (*N*^*3*^*LMS*) (Chen et al. [@CR6], [@CR7]). In conventional AACs, a reference signal, which is correlated with the noise component in the contaminated signal, is required (Thakor and Zhu [@CR30]; Rahman et al. [@CR23]; Karthik et al. [@CR15]; Rahman et al. [@CR25]). However, in a clinical environment, it is difficult to find a correlated reference. That is, the reference signal and the actual contaminated artifact in the ICG are not correlated. Therefore, a strategy using a discrete wavelet transformation (DWT) is implemented to construct a reference signal based on the contamination present in the actual signal (Peng et al. [@CR21]). The AAC can then track the changes in the input signal, and, using wavelet decomposition methodology, automatically construct the reference signal. The reference signal is then utilized by the adaptive algorithm in the AAC to update the filter weight coefficients. In remote health care systems, computational complexity is also a factor that plays an important role when developing a lab on chip (LOC) or a system on chip (SOC) in modern health care telecardiology systems. Low complexity is desirable when constructing wearable and nano devices. In addition, if the computational complexity is large, the impulse response length of the receiver filters increases and thus the size of the filter increases. This cause inter-symbol interference at the input of the filter (Rahman et al. [@CR24]). Therefore, to minimize computational complexity, and thus improving the suitability of the proposed AAC for remote health care systems, we combine the non-negative algorithms with the three simplified algorithms (Farhang-Boroujeny [@CR11]). The simplified algorithms based on LMS recursion are known as sign regressor LMS (SRLMS), sign error LMS (SELMS) and sign sign LMS (SSLMS) algorithms. To reduce the computational complexity of the proposed algorithms, we combine the *eN*^*2*^*LMS* and the *N*^*3*^*LMS* algorithms with SRLMS, SELMS and SSLMS, resulting in the *SReN*^*2*^*LMS*, *SEeN*^*2*^*LMS*, *SSeN*^*2*^*LMS*, *SRN*^*3*^*LMS*, *SEN*^*3*^*LMS* and *SSN*^*3*^*LMS* algorithms. Based on these algorithms, we use the wavelet decomposition method to develop several AACs to eliminate artifacts from ICG signals. Wavelet decomposition technique is particularly useful in health care applications; where accurate knowledge of the noise may not be available. The performance of these AACs is compared using the signal-to-noise ratio. The theory, the analysis of the algorithms and the simulation results of the various implementations are presented in the sections that follow.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

In this paper, we introduce a new technique of artifact cancelation in ICG signals for remote health care monitoring systems. During signal acquisition in a typical ICG remote health care monitoring system, some physiological and non-physiological contaminants add to the actual heart activity, leading to ambiguous diagnoses and measurements. In addition to these contaminants, channel noise also masks the tiny features of the ICG signal. The major artifacts encountered with heart activity are the baseline wander artifact (BWA), the electro-muscle artifact (EMA) and the impedance mismatch artifact (IMA). The BWA is a base-line drift of the ICG signal from respiration activity. The EMA is caused by muscle activity, and the IMA is caused by an impedance mismatch between the electrodes and the skin, or from a mismatch of the electrodes. At the receiving end, a clear high-resolution signal is required to present to the doctor for diagnosis. In this context, AAC plays an important role. Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows a block diagram of a wavelet-based AAC for remote health care monitoring systems.Fig. 1Block diagram of wavelet-based adaptive artifact canceller for ICG signal analysis

The recorded ICG signal with artifact contaminants is expressed as follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ICG(n) = s(n) + n_{1} (n)$$\end{document}$$where *ICG*(*n*) is the recorded ICG signal; *s*(*n*) is the original ICG signal generated from heart activity; and *n*~1~(*n*) is the artifact component (BWA or EMA or IMA or any combination of these three). In a remote system, *n*~1~(*n*) also includes channel noise.

The basic working principle of the proposed AAC is the following. The raw signal *ICG*(*n*) is input to the DWT decomposition unit. Using decomposition, a reference signal is constructed for any type of contamination present in the raw input ICG signal. The constructed reference signal is used as the reference signal for the adaptive algorithm to update its weight coefficients. The proposed AAC thus plays a vital role in the implementation of an intelligent remote health care monitoring system that is reference-free by constructing the reference signal itself from the contaminated input signal.

Construction of the reference signal from the noisy input signal {#Sec3}
----------------------------------------------------------------

The wavelet transform is used for signal decomposition in our model. It provides the temporal information for the signals whose frequency components are changing with time. The wavelet decomposition is a process of separating the signal into spectrally non-overlapping components. There are two categories of wavelet decomposition: continuous wavelet transforms (CWT) and discrete wavelet transforms (DWT). The CWT for a signal *s*(*n*) is as follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varphi$$\end{document}$(.) is the mother wavelet function. However, evaluating the scaling (*a*) and shifting (*b*) parameters for all possible scales is a computationally in feasible task. One possible way of solving the problem is choosing *a* and *b* as powers of two, in which case the DWT is as follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$DWT\left({a,b} \right) = \frac{1}{{\sqrt {2^{l}}}}\mathop \int \nolimits_{- \infty}^{\infty} s\left(t \right)\varphi \left({\frac{{t - 2^{l} m}}{{2^{l}}}} \right)dt$$\end{document}$$where the scaling and shifting parameters are replaced by 2^*l*^ and *m*2^*l*^, respectively. Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows the *L*-level wavelet decomposition of a signal *s*(*n*). In this scheme, the signal *ICG*(*n*)first passes through the LP and HP filters, whose cut-off frequencies are one-fourth of the sampling frequency *f*~*s*~ and down-sampled by 2, thus yielding an approximation *a*~*1*~ and detail *d*~*1*,~ which are coefficients of the first level. The same procedure is employed on the first level of the approximation coefficients*a*~*1*~, yielding the second level of approximation and detail coefficients. In this decomposition process, because of the down-sampling, the time resolution is halved and the frequency repulsion is doubled from the filtering operation. The frequency content of the signal at the *i*th level decomposition is given by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$0 - f_{s} /2^{i + 1}\,\, {\text{and}}\, 0 - f_{s} /2^{i} , i = \left\{ {1,2, \ldots ,L} \right\}$$\end{document}$ (Coifman and Donoho [@CR8]; Percival and Walden [@CR22]).Fig. 2*L*-level decomposition of an ICG signal

Non-negative LMS-based algorithms for AACs {#Sec4}
------------------------------------------

In the proposed AAC, the input is the raw contaminated ICG signal and the reference is the signal constructed from the DWT decomposition of the raw ICG signal. This process is shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The AAC consists of an FIR filter of length L taps. The weight coefficients are updated based on the weight update mechanism of various algorithms. The weight update mechanism for the basic LMS algorithm is as follows,$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varvec{W}\left({n + 1} \right) = \varvec{W}(n) + \eta \varvec{r}(n)e(n),$$\end{document}$$where *W*(*n* + 1) is the next weight coefficient; *W*(*n*) is the previous weight coefficient; *η* is the step size; *r*(*n*) is the reference signal, which is constructed from the DWT decomposition, required for training to eliminate noise from the raw signal *ICG*(*n*); and *e*(*n*) is the error generated, which is used as a feedback to the adaptive algorithm.

Because of the abnormalities in the ICG signal, i.e., the drastic variations in the signal features, the weight coefficients may become negative. This leads to poor performance of the adaptive algorithm in terms of convergence, stability and filtering capability. To overcome this drawback, a non-negative LMS (*N*^2^*LMS*) algorithm is proposed (Chen et al. [@CR5]). The weight update mechanism is as follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varvec{W}\left({n + 1} \right) = \varvec{W}(n) + \eta \varvec{D}(n)\varvec{r}(n)e(n),$$\end{document}$$where *D*(*n*) is the diagonal matrix of the weight coefficients *W*(*n*). The elaborated theory and analysis of *N*^*2*^*LMS* is presented by Chen et al. ([@CR5]).

In Eq. ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}), each component of *W*(*n* + 1) is viewed as a variable step because of the combination of *ηD*(*n*). In the *N*^*2*^*LMS* algorithm, when the weights tend to zero, the convergence becomes unbalanced and the algorithm may diverge, causing the AAC to be ineffective for noise removal. To avoid the convergence imbalance characteristics in abnormal conditions, the exponential form *N*^*2*^*LMS* (*e N*^*2*^*LMS*) is proposed. The weight update mechanism is then as follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathbf{W}}\left({n + 1} \right) = {\mathbf{W}}(n) + \eta {\mathbf{r}}(n)e(n)W^{\gamma} (n)$$\end{document}$$For 0 \< *γ* \< 1, the *n*th weight update in Eq. ([5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}) is larger than that in Eq. ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}), which accelerates convergence towards the steady state error. Another direct way to accelerate the convergence of *N*^*2*^*LMS* is normalization with respect to data. The normalized *N*^*2*^*LMS* (*N*^*3*^*LMS*) is mathematically expressed as follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\eta (n) = \frac{\eta}{{\alpha + r^{t} (n)r(n)}}$$\end{document}$$where *α* is a small constant used to avoid numerical difficulties. The elaborated theory and analysis of the *eN*^*2*^*LMS* and *N*^*3*^*LMS* algorithms are presented in the literature (Chen et al. [@CR6], [@CR7]).

To minimize the computational complexity of the above algorithms, and hence to make them suitable for remote health care applications, we combine the *eN*^*2*^*LMS* and *N*^*3*^*LMS* algorithms with the simplified algorithms described by Farhang-Boroujeny (Farhang-Boroujeny [@CR11]). The weight update mechanism equations for the *eN*^*2*^*LMS* algorithm variants then become the following:The sign regressor version of the *eN*^*2*^*LMS* algorithm uses the following weight update equation:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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This algorithm is the sign regressor *eN*^*2*^*LMS* (*SReN*^*2*^*LMS*) algorithm. The major advantage of this algorithm is its low computational complexity in terms of multiplications, independent of filter length. To compute Eq. ([8](#Equ8){ref-type=""}), only one multiplication is required. Another important feature of the sign regressor (SR) algorithm is that its convergence characteristics are only slightly inferior to those of its normal version. This is caused by the normalization involved in the signum function (Farhang-Boroujeny [@CR11]; Eweda [@CR10]; Koike [@CR16]).2.The sign error version of the *eN*^*2*^*LMS* algorithm uses the following weight update equation:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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This algorithm is the sign error *eN*^*2*^*LMS* (*SEeN*^*2*^*LMS*) algorithm.3.The sign sign version of the *eN*^*2*^*LMS* algorithm uses the following weight update equation:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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This algorithm is the sign sign *eN*^*2*^*LMS* (*SS eN*^*2*^*LMS*) algorithm.

Similarly, the weight update mechanism equations for the *N*^*3*^*LMS* algorithm variants are written as follows:The sign regressor version of the *N*^*3*^*LMS* algorithm uses the following weight update equation:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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This algorithm is the sign regressor *N*^*3*^*LMS* (*SRN*^*3*^*LMS*) algorithm.2.The sign error version of the *N*^*3*^*LMS* algorithm uses the following weight update equation:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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This algorithm is the sign error *N*^*3*^*LMS* (*SEN*^*3*^*LMS*) algorithm.3.The sign sign version of the *N*^*3*^*LMS* algorithm uses the following weight update equation:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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This algorithm is the sign sign *N*^*3*^*LMS* (*SSN*^*3*^*LMS*) algorithm.

In Eqs. ([11](#Equ11){ref-type=""})--([13](#Equ13){ref-type=""}), during the normalization process, *r*^*t*^(*n*)*r*(*n*), in the denominator of *η*(*n*), requires *L* multiplications. To minimize the number of multiplications, we use only the maximum value of *r*(*n*) instead of using all *L* values. The new *η*(*n*)is *η*~*m*~(*n*), as follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The new weight update mechanisms for *N*^*3*^*LMS* and its three signed variants are then as follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Figures [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} show the convergence curves of the *eN*^*2*^*LMS* and the *N*^*3*^*LMS* algorithms and their SR, SE and SS variants. The data in these figures show that *SReN*^*2*^*LMS* is only slightly inferior to the *eN*^*2*^*LMS*-based AAC, at the cost of a reduced number of multiplications. Hence, in practical implementations, if choosing between the *SReN*^*2*^*LMS* and the *eN*^*2*^*LMS* algorithms, the SR version is preferred. Similarly, between the *SRN*^*3*^*LMS* and the *N*^*3*^*LMS* algorithms, *SRN*^*3*^*LMS* is slightly inferior to *N*^*3*^*LMS,* but uses a reduced number of multiplications. Therefore, for real-time applications, the *SRN*^*3*^*LMS* algorithm-based AAC can be used. *N*^*3*^*LMS* is slightly faster converging than *eN*^*2*^*LMS,* as shown in Figs. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 3Typical convergence curves for ICG signal enhancement in a Gaussian environment using exponential non-negative LMS (eN^2^LMS) and its variantsFig. 4Typical convergence curves for ICG signal enhancement in a Gaussian environment using normalized non-negative LMS (N^3^LMS) and its variants

Results {#Sec5}
=======

In our experiments, we use the ICG signals obtained from a VU-AMS ambulatory system (Goedhart et al. [@CR12]; Riese et al. [@CR26]; Willemsen et al. [@CR32]). ICG signals with different artifacts are included in our simulations. We use five ICG signals with 5000 samples: Data1, Data2, Data3, Data4 and Data5. In our simulation results, we show 2000 samples to illustrate the high-resolution signals. To evaluate the performance of the algorithms discussed above, we develop various AACs using the LMS, *eN*^*2*^*LMS*, *SR eN*^*2*^*LMS*, *SE eN*^*2*^*LMS*, *SS eN*^*2*^*LMS*, *N*^*3*^*LMS*, *SR N*^*3*^*LMS*, *SE N*^*3*^*LMS* and *SS N*^*3*^*LMS* algorithms. According to our proposed model, from the raw ICG signal, we construct a reference signal using DWT decomposition and use it as the reference in the adaptive algorithm. Using the above algorithms, we develop various AACs and calculate the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), used as a measure of performance in our experiments. Comparisons of the SNR from the various algorithms are shown in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. In addition to SNR measurements, we also tabulated the weight coefficients used to enhance Data1 during various artifact cancelations to examine the non-negative constraints of the non-negative algorithms, as shown in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. The data in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} show that the non-negative algorithms keep the weights from becoming negative. In our simulations, the filter length is 10 and the step size is 0.1. Because of space constraints, only the simulation results from Data1 are shown in this paper. ICG signals contaminated with BWA, EMA and IMA are used to illustrate the enhancement process.Table 1Comparison of signal to noise ratio after ICG signal filtering due to various artifact cancelers (INDBS)Artifact typeSample no.LMSeN^2^ LMSSR eN^2^LMSSE eN^2^LMSSS eN^2^LMSN^3^LMSSR N^3^LMSSE N^3^LMSSS N^3^LMSBWAData 14.98155.82867.12775.27235.08018.30758.49565.72265.2454Data 24.97835.82517.16265.25835.14388.30598.54615.63315.3726Data 34.98765.83597.10355.23484.94968.30818.47115.57245.3241Data 44.99935.83077.19645.29345.13648.33178.58395.65875.4356Data 54.97825.82897.17325.18045.14238.31848.55955.71445.3976Average4.18845.82987.15315.24805.09048.31438.53125.55025.3551EMAData 14.38133.91646.84913.08123.06287.49587.55704.89564.7859Data 24.39053.92136.93333.10253.09947.49847.58234.84254.6926Data 34.38023.91726.78053.15833.11337.48847.61184.85204.7085Data 44.40163.27296.84293.16933.15017.50717.55234.94254.6538Data 54.39123.92567.13513.19793.16127.49797.64454.80784.6705Average4.38893.92166.90813.14183.11737.52687.59084.87014.7022IMAData 14.03593.81367.57656.29714.58417.18458.44667.87735.2710Data 24.02563.83717.58966.23094.66427.17328.43717.84735.1835Data 33.99163.80967.56696.29854.73637.16868.44617.84355.1477Data 43.99123.81407.56776.23384.70597.18548.44617.84355.1477Data 53.99393.80797.56116.21454.67687.17138.36067.86585.2168Average4.00763.81647.57236.25514.66337.17668.42317.85785.1884Table 2Comparison of weight coefficient variations due to various artifact cancelers for data 1Artifact typeAlgorithmW1W2W3W4W5W6W7W8W9W10BWALMS0.05590.06250.06920.07590.08280.08960.09650.10330.11020.1170e*N* ^*2*^LMS0.07920.08040.08170.08300.08430.08570.08700.08840.08980.0912SRe*N* ^*2*^LMS0.04350.04670.05050.05600.06180.07030.08050.09180.10260.1177SEe*N* ^*2*^LMS0.08100.08350.08600.08850.09110.09360.09620.09880.10130.1039SSe*N* ^*2*^LMS0.06360.06700.07050.07420.07800.08200.08610.09040.09490.0995*N* ^*3*^LMS0.06060.06230.06410.06600.06790.06990.07190.07400.07610.0783SR*N* ^*3*^LMS0.06040.06330.06640.06990.07340.07800.08290.08820.09290.0987SE*N* ^*3*^LMS0.07880.08050.08210.08380.08550.08720.08900.09070.09240.0941SS*N* ^*3*^LMS0.06940.07170.07420.07670.07930.08200.08480.08760.09060.0937EMALMS0.15160.13380.12180.11620.11620.12220.13350.14970.17040.1953e*N* ^*2*^LMS0.10400.10070.09840.09710.09670.09730.09870.10100.10400.1079SRe*N* ^*2*^LMS0.22840.22840.22840.22840.22840.22840.22840.22840.22470.4283SEe*N* ^*2*^LMS0.13640.13070.12510.12960.13420.13900.14390.14900.15430.1596SSe*N* ^*2*^LMS0.11660.11270.10900.11340.11790.12250.12730.13210.13710.1422*N* ^*3*^LMS0.10520.09790.09390.09310.09500.09960.10670.11630.12830.1429SR*N* ^*3*^LMS0.10130.08770.07970.07130.07050.06890.09450.10870.11120.1276SE*N* ^*3*^LMS0.06460.05010.03870.05010.06720.08860.11670.15400.20340.2689SS*N* ^*3*^LMS0.14470.13040.11750.13230.09530.10720.12060.13570.15270.1717IMALMS0.14590.14980.15380.15800.16220.16650.17080.17520.17950.1839e*N* ^*2*^LMS0.09790.09890.09990.10100.10210.10330.10440.10560.10680.1080SRe*N* ^*2*^LMS0.09560.09640.09780.09870.10090.10140.10230.10350.10410.1064SEe*N* ^*2*^LMS0.05300.05430.05560.05700.05840.05980.06130.06290.06440.0660SSe*N* ^*2*^LMS0.04740.05400.06120.06930.07810.08380.09850.11010.12290.1368*N* ^*3*^LMS0.10340.10540.10740.10950.11160.11380.11600.11830.12050.1229SR*N* ^*3*^LMS0.03810.04510.05530.06740.08470.10810.13740.17790.23220.3072SE*N* ^*3*^LMS0.00870.00900.00940.00980.01020.01060.01100.01140.01180.0121SS*N* ^*3*^LMS0.13470.42870.27430.35130.41250.31870.82310.53490.12500.4781

Discussion {#Sec6}
==========

Baseline-wander artifact (BWA) removal using the DWT adaptive artifact canceller {#Sec7}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

This experiment demonstrates the baseline wander artifact cancelation from the ICG signal. The raw ICG signal is input to the DWT-based AAC, as shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Using decomposition, DWT constructs a reference signal. This signal is effectively used as a reference signal to the AAC, as shown in the block diagram as *n*~2~. Using feedback from the output *z*(*n*), the algorithm trains *n*~2~ to closely correlate with the artifact component *n*~*1*~ in the input ICG signal *x*(*n*). The SNR and the relative root mean square error (RRMSE) were used to measure the performance of the DWT-based AAC for BWA cancelation. The filtering results of the BWA cancelation are shown in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}. The results shown in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}d, g, h are clearer than the results from the other AACs. Figure [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} shows the residual error component after filtering with the various algorithms. The data in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}h show that the residual error in the case of *SRN*^*3*^*LMS* is less than that of the other algorithms. This is also supported by the SNR table, i.e., from among all of the algorithms, *SRN*^*3*^*LMS* achieves the highest SNR, 8.4956 dBs. The data in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} also show that all of the non-negative algorithms have non-negative weight coefficients when filtering various artifacts. Figures [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"} and [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"} illustrate the RRMSE (in %) calculated during BWA cancelation. The data in Figs. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"} and [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"} show that *eN*^*2*^*LMS*, *N*^*3*^*LMS* and their sign regressor versions perform better the other versions. These algorithms achieve the minimum residual error from among all of the tested algorithms. Finally, from all of the performance measures, *SRN*^*3*^*LMS* is better than the other algorithms with respect to SNR, RRMSE, convergence and computational complexity.Fig. 5Results of filtering BWA using various AACs (**a**). ICG signal with BWA (**b**). ICG filtering with LMS-updated AAC (**c**). ICG filtering with exponential non-negative LMS (*eN* ^*2*^ *LMS)*-updated AAC (**d**). ICG filtering with SR*eN* ^*2*^ *LMS*-updated AAC (**e**). ICG filtering with SE*eN* ^*2*^ *LMS*-updated AAC (**f**). ICG filtering with SS*eN* ^*2*^ *LMS*-updated AAC (**g**). ICG filtering with normalized non-negative LMS (*N* ^*3*^LMS)-updated AAC (**h**). ICG filtering with SR*N* ^*3*^LMS-updated AAC (**i**). ICG filtering with SE*N* ^*3*^LMS-updated AAC, and (**j**). ICG filtering with SS*N* ^*3*^LMS-updated AAC. (The *x-axis* is the number of samples and the *y-axis* is the signal amplitude in mV)Fig. 6Comparison of the residual noise after BWA filtering (**a**). Original artifact component (**b**). Residual noise after LMS-updated AAC (**c**). Residual noise after exponential non-negative LMS (e*N* ^*2*^LMS)-updated AAC (**d**). Residual noise after SRe*N* ^*2*^LMS-updated AAC (**e**). Residual noise after SEe*N* ^*2*^LMS-updated AAC (**f**). Residual noise after SSe*N* ^*2*^LMS-updated AAC (**g**). Residual noise after normalized non-negative LMS (*N* ^*3*^LMS)-updated AAC (**h**). Residual noise after SR*N* ^*3*^LMS-updated AAC (**i**). Residual noise after SE*N* ^*3*^LMS-updated AAC, and (**j**). Residual noise after SS*N* ^*3*^LMS-updated AAC. (The *x-axis* is the number of samples and the *y-axis* is the residual noise amplitude in mV)Fig. 7Comparison of the RRMSE of exponential non-negative LMS and its signed versionsFig. 8Comparison of the RRMSE of normalized non-negative LMS and its signed versions

Electro-muscle artifact (EMA) removal using the DWT adaptive artifact canceller {#Sec8}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

This experiment demonstrates electro-muscle artifact cancelation from an ICG signal. The raw ICG signal is input to the DWT-based AAC, as shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The DWT constructs a reference signal using decomposition. This signal is effectively used as a reference signal to the AAC, as shown in the block diagram as *n*~2~. Using feedback from the output *z*(*n*), the algorithm trains *n*~*2*~ to closely correlate it with the artifact component *n*~*1*~ in the ICG input signal *x*(*n*). The SNR is used to measure the performance of the DWT-based AAC for EMA cancelation. The filtering results of the EMA cancelation are shown in Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}. The results shown in Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}d, g, h are clearer than the results from the other AACs. Figure [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"} shows the residual error component after filtering with various algorithms. The data in Fig. [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"}h show that the residual error in the case of *SR N*^*3*^*LMS* is less than that for the other algorithms. This conclusion is supported by the SNR table; among all of the algorithms *SR N*^*3*^*LMS* achieves the highest SNR of 7.5570 dBs. The data in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} also show that all of the non-negative algorithms use non-negative weight coefficients when filtering various artifacts. Finally, to summarize the performance measures, is the results show that *SR N*^*3*^*LMS* is better than the other algorithms with respect to SNR, RRMSE, convergence and computational complexity.Fig. 9Filtering results of the EMA using various AACs (**a**). Raw ICG with EMA (**b**). ICG filtering with LMS-updated AAC (**c**). ICG filtering with exponential non-negative LMS (e*N* ^*2*^LMS)-updated AAC (**d**). ICG filtering with SRe*N* ^*2*^LMS-updated AAC (**e**). ICG filtering with SEe*N* ^*2*^LMS-updated AAC (**f**). ICG filtering with SSe*N* ^*2*^LMS-updated AAC (**g**). ICG filtering with normalized non-negative LMS (*N* ^*3*^LMS)-updated AAC (**h**). ICG filtering with SR*N* ^*3*^LMS-updated AAC (**i**). ICG filtering with SE*N* ^*3*^LMS-updated AAC, and (**j**). ICG filtering with SS*N* ^*3*^LMS-updated AAC. (The *x-axis* is the number of samples and the *y-axis* is the signal amplitude in mV)Fig. 10Comparison of the residual noise after EMA filtering (**a**). Original artifact component (**b**). Residual noise after LMS-updated AAC (**c**). Residual noise after exponential non-negative LMS (e*N* ^*2*^LMS)-updated AAC (**d**). Residual noise after SRe*N* ^*2*^LMS-updated AAC (**e**). Residual noise after SEe*N* ^*2*^LMS-updated AAC (**f**). Residual noise after SSe*N* ^*2*^LMS-updated AAC (**g**). Residual noise after normalized non-negative LMS (*N* ^*3*^LMS)-updated AAC (**h**). Residual noise after SR*N* ^*3*^LMS-updated AAC (**i**). Residual noise after SE*N* ^*3*^LMS-updated AAC, and (**j**). Residual noise after SS*N* ^*3*^LMS-updated AAC. (The *x-axis* is the number of samples and the *y-axis* is the residual noise amplitude in mV)

Impedance mismatch artifact (IMA) removal using the DWT adaptive artifact canceller {#Sec9}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

This experiment demonstrates impedance mismatch artifact cancelation from the ICG signal. The raw ICG signal is input to the DWT-based AAC, as shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The DWT constructs a reference signal using decomposition. This signal is effectively used as a reference signal for the AAC, as shown in the block diagram as *n*~2~. Using feedback from the output *z*(*n*), the algorithm trains *n*~2~ to closely correlate with the artifact component *n*~*1*~ in the input ICG signal *x*(*n*). The SNR is used to measure the performance of the DWT-based AAC for EMA cancelation. The filtering results of the EMA cancelation are shown in Fig. [11](#Fig11){ref-type="fig"}. The results shown in Fig. [11](#Fig11){ref-type="fig"}d, g, h are clearer than the results for the other AACs. Figure [12](#Fig12){ref-type="fig"} shows the residual error component after filtering with the various algorithms. The data in Fig. [12](#Fig12){ref-type="fig"}h show that the residual error in the case of *SR N*^*3*^LMSis less than that of the other algorithms. This also is supported by the SNR table, i.e., among all of the algorithms, *SR N*^*3*^LMS achieves the highest SNR at 8.4466 dBs. The data in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} also show that all of the non-negative algorithms have non-negative weight coefficients when filtering the various artifacts. Finally, all of the performance measures indicate that *SRN*^*3*^LMSis better than the other algorithms with respect to SNR, RRMSE, convergence and computational complexity.Fig. 11Filtering results for IMA from the various AACs (**a**). ICG signal with IMA (**b**). ICG filtering with LMS-updated AAC, (**c**). ICG filtering with exponential non-negative LMS (e*N* ^*2*^LMS)-updated AAC (**d**). ICG filtering with SRe*N* ^*2*^LMS-updated AAC (**e**). ICG filtering with SEe*N* ^*2*^LMS-updated AAC (**f**). ICG filtering with SSe*N* ^*2*^LMS-updated AAC (**g**). ICG filtering with normalized non-negative LMS (*N* ^*3*^LMS)-updated AAC (**h**). ICG filtering with SR*N* ^*3*^LMS-updated AAC (**i**). ICG filtering with SE*N* ^*3*^LMS-updated AAC, and (**j**). ICG filtering with SS*N* ^*3*^LMS-updated AAC. (The *x-axis* is the number of samples and the *y-axis* is the signal amplitude in mV)Fig. 12Comparison of the residual noise after IMA filtering (**a**). Original artifact component (**b**). Residual noise after LMS-updated AAC (**c**). Residual noise after exponential non-negative LMS (e*N* ^*2*^LMS)-updated AAC (**d**). Residual noise after SRe*N* ^*2*^LMS-updated AAC (**e**). Residual noise after SEe*N* ^*2*^LMS-updated AAC (**f**). Residual noise after SSe*N* ^*2*^LMS-updated AAC (**g**). Residual noise after normalized non-negative LMS (*N* ^*3*^LMS)-updated AAC (**h**). Residual noise after SR*N* ^*3*^LMS-updated AAC (**i**). Residual noise after SE*N* ^*3*^LMS-updated AAC, and (**j**). Residual noise after SS*N* ^*3*^LMS-updated AAC. (The *x-axis* is the number of samples and the *y-axis* is the residual noise amplitude in mV)

Conclusion {#Sec10}
==========

This paper presents a new technique for enhancing ICG signals for telecardiology applications. The primary feature of the proposed adaptive artifact canceller is that it does not require a reference signal. The proposed model itself constructs a reference signal using DWT decomposition. This constructed signal is used to train the filter weight coefficients for the noise cancelation process. To avoid computational divergence caused by negative weights during abnormal heart conditions, we use a non-negative LMS algorithm and its variants. Based on this constraint, we developed various non-negative algorithms, that is, *eN*^*2*^*LMS*, *SR eN*^*2*^*LMS*, *SE eN*^*2*^*LMS*, *SS eN*^*2*^*LMS*, *N*^*3*^*LMS*, *SRN*^*3*^*LMS*, *SEN*^*3*^*LMS* and *SS N*^*3*^*LMS*. Among these algorithms, the sign regressor-based algorithms require fewer multiplications and achieve better convergence because of an additional normalization factor used in the signum function. Additionally, the convergence characteristics of the sign regressor version are slightly inferior to its unsigned version. Therefore, with respect to the SNR shown in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}, the weight coefficients shown in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}, the filtering results, the residual error, the RRMSE curves and the computational complexity, the results show that the *SRN*^*3*^*LMS*-based AAC performs better than the other algorithms. Hence, this DWT-based AAC is well-suited for noise cancelation in remote health care monitoring systems.
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